
ADVERTISING PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITY  

1 

TO INTEGRATE THE MOST ADVANCED OTT TV TARGETED ADVERTISING PLATFORM INTO YOUR WORKFLOW 

TARGET USERS 

B2C & B2B 

 OTT & IPTV 

ADVERTISERS 
AD AGENCY  
SALES TEAM 

AD MANAGER 
CAMPAIGN  and 
AD EXCHANGE 

PLATFORM 
(VAST 4.2) 

PERCEPTION 
AD PUBLISHING 
CDN SERVERS >>> >>> >>> >>> 

TRADITIONAL TV AD SALES 
 
 Sells conventional TV spot advertising 

in its linear TV channels. 

 Everyone sees the same advert. 

 Ads are scheduled and played out at 
server side, on TV channel head-end 
playout automation which requires 
liner TV content license which is 
typically more costly then VOD content 
playlist licence alone.  

 No ad sales automation in place to 
seamlessly engage sub-agency resellers 
via dynamic ad exchange mechanism.  

 Price per TV ad spot is single level with 
price breaks dependent on day part, 
channel ratings and popularity of the 
show in which advert is located. 

 

NEXT GEN DIGITAL AD SALES  
 
 Can automate the scheduling of multiple interactive linear TV channels from ingested VOD content – more 

channels, more ad space. 

 Perception platform serves dynamic  per user targeted video adverts into programs. 

 Each viewer sees different advertising whilst watching the same content. 

 Ads are scheduled on the client side, i.e. OTT app player executes the playlist, therefore liner channels can be 
delivered utilising VOD content which typically is licensed as standard with permit to schedule  VOD into client 
side playlist (for server side playlist content licence typically needs to be upgraded and commanding a higher 
price). 

 Ad sales automation in place to seamlessly engage sub-agency resellers via dynamic ad exchange mechanism . 

 Internet ad pricing model on cost per thousand views (CPM) basis can be configured as multilevel pricing:  

 non-skip targeted ads priced per day time slot; 

 instant skip targeted ads priced per day time slot; 

 5 sec delayed skip targeted ads priced per day time slot;  

 sponsorship add pricing - traditional non-targeted delivery where all audience sees the same ad at the 
same time; pricing based on sponsorship package; and 

 premium priced CTA ads (call to action interactive CG video overlays). 

 In case agency operates their own video app then Perception platform can power it with the most advanced 
features like live rewind etc. App port is simple due to developer friendly unified API which provides complete set 
of OTT functionalities in a single API. Perception commitment to industry best price should also reduce the 
operational CDN and forward development costs.   



HIGH LEVEL AD DELIVERY PROCESS MAP 


